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Service Orient or Be Doomed!: How Service Orientation Will Change Your BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Introducing service orientation as a vision and philosophy that can impact a business, this innovative new book equips the reader to:
	Best use technology resources to meet goals
	Unleash their "inner nerd" to embrace IT as part of their business as a whole
	Address the "mother of all business...
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Windows Communication Foundation 4 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2010

	Microsoft Windows Communication Foundation (WCF), alongside Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) and Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), has become part of the primary framework for building the next wave of business applications for the Microsoft Windows operating system. WCF provides the underpinning technology driving distributed solutions...
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History of Programming Languages (Acm Monograph Series)Academic Press, 1981

	These proceedings of the ACM SIGPLAN History of Programming Languages (HOPL) conference are a record, in the words of those who helped make the history, of a baker's dozen of the languages that set the tone of most of today's programming. It is difficult to describe the feeling that prevailed at the conference. There were no parallel...
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Programming iOS 7O'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you’re grounded in the basics of Objective-C and Xcode, this practical guide takes you through the components you need for building your own iOS apps. With examples from real apps and programming situations, you’ll learn how to create views, manipulate view controllers, and use iOS frameworks for adding features such...
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Getting Started with Greenplum for Big Data AnalyticsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Big Data started off as a technology buzzword rapidly growing into the headline agenda of several corporate strategies across industry verticals. With the amount of structured and unstructured data available to organizations exploding, analysis of these large data sets is increasingly becoming a key basis of competition, productivity growth,...
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Breast Cancer Research Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2005

	A collection of both well-established and cutting-edge methods for investigating breast cancer biology not only in the laboratory, but also in clinical settings. These readily reproducible techniques solve a variety of problems, ranging from how to collect, store, and prepare human breast tumor samples for analysis, to analyzing cells in vivo...
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Design Automation Techniques for Approximation Circuits: Verification, Synthesis and TestSpringer, 2018

	
		This book describes reliable and efficient design automation techniques for the design and implementation of an approximate computing system. The authors address the important facets of approximate computing hardware design - from formal verification and error guarantees to synthesis and test of approximation systems. They provide...
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International Project ManagementAcademic Press, 2002
International Project Management provides specific guidelines for achieving greater project success. It is the result of 15 years of work on international projects by the authors across various project areas and industries. The authors address a need for modern techniques in project management geared and suited to international...
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The Distance Education Evolution: Issues and Case StudiesInformation Science Publishing, 2003
The Distance Education Evolution: Case Studies addresses issues regarding the development and design of online courses, and the implementation and evaluation of an online learning program. Several chapters include design strategies for online courses that range from the specific to the universal. Many authors address pedagogical issues from both a...
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DHCP Handbook, The (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2002
The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) provides a way to automate and manage the network configurations of devices that use the TCP/IP protocol suite.  Without DHCP, network administrators must manually enter in IP addresses for each computer and network device and then manually change that address each time the device is moved to a...
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Systems Thinking: Coping with 21st Century Problems (Industrial Innovation)CRC Press, 2008
It is a great pleasure to introduce this inaugural edition of Systems Thinking: Coping with 21st Century Problems by John Boardman and Brian Sauser. In response to the increasing relevance of “systems thinking” to global challenges from terrorism to energy to clean water to healthcare, these authors provide a unique perspective on the...
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Mass Spectrometry in Biophysics : Conformation and Dynamics of BiomoleculesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The first systematic summary of biophysical mass spectrometry techniques      

Recent advances in mass spectrometry (MS) have pushed the frontiers of analytical chemistry into the biophysical laboratory.  As a result, the biophysical community's acceptance of MS-based methods, used to study protein higher-order structure and dynamics,...
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